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Abstract

We propose a semi-automatic dialogue system generator from
the Internet information contents. We classify the practical Web
site into three classes of task: slot-filling, database search, and
explanation. Using three levels of dialogue library for each task,
our generator translates XML based Web site into VoiceXML,
which controls a conversation between a user and a computer
system. In this paper, we explain an outline of our project and
report implementation examples.

1. Introduction
The World Wide Web contains a wealth of information. Many
people get information from the Web using GUI (Graphical
User Interface) based browsers. If we could access web con-
tent via voice channels, we could get such information anytime
and anywhere.

If we can translate Web contents, which are written in
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language), to the knowledge rep-
resentation for such collaborative dialogue systems, we can
achieve good computer and telephony integration [1]. However,
because many Web pages use HTML as only a page layouting
method, it is difficult from such pages to extract structured in-
formation.

On the other hand, XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is
one of the most promising languages for knowledge represen-
tation and information exchange on the Internet. Therefore, we
select XML as a contents description language.

Furthermore, VoiceXML (Voice eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage) [2] is expected to be a new standard used when making
the Internet content and information accessible via voice and
phone. Mixed-initiative, cooperative dialogue can be realized
by specifying the pattern of dialogue in VoiceXML.

Therefore, we set our goal as to make a converter from
XML documents to VoiceXML.

Section 2 reports an XML to VoiceXML converter using a
dialogue library. Section 3 explains our implemented system
and report a practical evaluation. Section 4 includes a conclu-
sion and our future projects.

2. XML-to-VoiceXML Converter
There are a number of dialogue design toolkits and dialogue
management systems [3]. These are mostly for defining di-
alogue states and their transition actions. VoiceXML can be
regarded as a standard for describing such dialogue patterns.
VoiceXML was designed for telephony-based dialogue service
using DTMF (Dial Tone Multi Frequency) and speech recogni-
tion.

At a glance, the contents of XML and VoiceXML seem to
be incompatible, and thus untransferable. However, some XML
content, such as hotel information, restaurant information, and
tourist guides are expected to have typical patterns according
to the direction of information flow. As a consequence, using
a dialogue library, we can convert some types of XML to the
corresponding VoiceXML.

2.1. Dialogue Library Approach

There are many interactive task domains which can be imple-
mented by a spoken dialogue system; e.g. telephone shopping,
on-line trade, on-line banking, book ordering, route directions,
and tourist information, etc. These task domains can be classi-
fied by considering the direction of information flow (see Table
2) [4]. In other words, the type of subdialogue and the type of
interaction depend on who has the information to achieve each
purpose.

Table 1: Classes of task domains according to the direction of
information flow.

flow of Info. class example domain

user! system slot-filling on-line shopping
user$ system DB search bibliography search
user system explanation route direction

In a slot-filling class, the user has a purpose and has almost
all the information in order to achieve the goal. Most subdi-
alogue for these tasks are devoted to filling the values of the
slots. The back-end application of this task is a slot-filler. Each
slot has a slot name and may have constraints to its value. The
task is completed when all the necessary slots are filled by ap-
propriate values.

In a database search class, the user has a purpose, but knows
only partial information needed to achieve the goal. A back-end
application of this class is the DBMS (database management
system). The information exchange between a dialogue system
and DBMS is via SQL and output record(s) or status. The dia-
logue proceeds by narrowing the candidate records. The task is
completed when the user gets suitable record(s).

In an explanation class, the user has little or no knowledge,
if any, about the content. Most subdialogues for these tasks
are devoted to explanation and confirmation. A back-end appli-
cation of this task is the XML interpreter. The task begins by
identifying which part of the XML document is to be communi-
cated, and is completed when the information which is specified
to be communicated to the user is explained.

We prepared a three levels of dialogue libraries for each
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(Opening)

(Slot-filling)

{Submitting data}

if status=="OK"

(Confirmation)

else

(Apologize)

endif

(Closing)

( ): subdialogue, : system function

Figure 1: Example of top level library.

class. A top level library defines the overall flow of dialogue
of the task, while an intermediate level library describes the ex-
change pattern of subdialogue which corresponds to the sub-
task. A bottom level library consists of typical information
gaining dialogue, e.g. asking for name, phone number, date,
etc, which is shared all the task classes.

Figure 1 shows top level library in the slot-filling class and
Figure 2 shows an example library of the slot-filling class.

Slot-filling{

foreach Element (second-element)

Tag=tag-of(Element)

library-checkup(Tag, Library)

Select=candidate-check(Element)

if Select==true

then make-grammar(Element, Grammar)

output(field, Grammar)

else if Library != NULL

then output(field, Library)

else error

end

}

Figure 2: Example of intermediate level library.

2.2. Basic Pattern of XML and Corresponding VoiceXML

We designed an XML-to-VoiceXML converter according to the
direction of information flow. In generating VoiceXML files,
the dialogue library maps onto the overall structure of the dia-
logue and exchange pattern of each subdialogue, instantiating
the variables according to XML contents.

For the slot-filling class task, the XML of this class consists
of some slots (with or without options), a submit procedure and
reset procedure. Therefore, the root VoiceXML file can be con-
structed by prompting the page name, gathering values for each
slot and confirming these values. A system initiative dialogue
is suitable in this class. Figure 3 is an example of an XML file
on the hotel reservation task.

The VoiceXML file is constructed according to the top level
library of the slot-filling task.

The first element of the top level library is Opening, then
the Opening library is consulted, and the opening part of
VoiceXML (”This is ABC hotel reservation site” with block tag)
is constructed by a pre-defined sentence template and the value
of the first element of XML (<title>tag).

The second element of the top level library is Slot-filling. It

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!-- slot-filling -->

<element>

<title> ABC hotel reservation</title>

<contents>

<check-in-date/>

<check-out-date/>

<roomtype>

<room>single room</room>

<room>twin room</room>

<room>double room</room>

</roomtype>

<name>

<first name/>

<last name/>

</name>

<phone/>

</contents>

</element>

Figure 3: XML file of a hotel reservation system.

indicates to each element of the next part of the XML (<con-
tents>tag) to construct values assigning subdialogues. The
first element of <contents>is a <check-in-date>element. The
type of value is assigned by a library-checkup function using
a thesaurus. If the type of value is consistent with one from
the built-in grammar of the VoiceXML interpreter (e.g. date,
boolean, phone, currency, etc.), a corresponding field element
for VoiceXML is constructed.

If the type of value is not of a built-in type, a bottom level
dialogue library (in this case, a name library) is used in the con-
struction of the subdialogue element.

Also, if options for input values are listed up in an XML
file, the recognition grammar is made according to the concepts
of word lattice generator. In this example, the field element
”asking room type” is constructed in this way.

The confirmation and closing parts of VoiceXML are con-
structed by consulting a corresponding dialogue library in the
same way as explained above. Figure 4 shows the results of a
converted VoiceXML file.

For a database search class task, the top XML page of this
class resembles a slot-filling class. It consists of some slots
(with or without options), a submit procedure and a reset pro-
cedure. However, this class has continuous pages which are
dynamically generated by a server side script. Using this dy-
namic page generation mechanism, the system can narrow can-
didate records, or detect no records under the given condition.
The root VoiceXML file is a mixed initiative dialogue, which
means that the user can fill any slot in any order, and it has a
submit procedure which passes the conditions to the back-end
application server (e.g. database server). The application server
searches a database and generates the next VoiceXML file to re-
port the result of the search. Figure 5 shows an example of a top
VoiceXML file in a hotel database search task.

For explanation class tasks, XML can be regarded as reg-
ulated like a tree structured document. Therefore, the root
VoiceXML file can be constructed by prompting top level con-
tents and the utterance “How may I help you?”. If the user spec-
ifies one of its contents, the system jumps to the corresponding
VoiceXML file and continues dialogue. Alternatively, if the user
replies with a help type utterance, the system lists up all the top
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<?xml version="1.0"?>

<vxml version="1.0">

<form>

<block>This is ABC hotel reservation site</block>

<field name="check-in-date" type="date">

<prompt>What day is your check in date?</prompt>

<help> Please say day and month. </help>

</field>

<field name="check-in-date" type="date">

<prompt>What day is your check in date?</prompt>

<help> Please say day and month. </help>

</field>

<field name="roomtype">

<prompt>Which room type do you prefer?</prompt>

<help>Please say single or twin or double.</help>

<grammar>

single [room] {single} | twin [room] {twin} |

double [room] {double}

</grammar>

</field>

<subdialog name="result1" src="name.vxml">

<filled>

<assign name="firstname" expr="result1.first" />

<assign name="lastname" expr="result1.last" />

</filled>

</subdialogue>

<subdialog name="phone" src="phone.vxml">

</field>

...

</form>

</vxml>

Figure 4: Root document in a hotel reservation system.

level headings. Figure 6 shows an example of a top VoiceXML
file in a hotel information task.

For each specific content, if the information is an enumer-
ated pattern, it can be translated as successive explanations. On
the other hand, if the contents are itemized patterns, the expla-
nation is of the select-and-go type.

3. Practical Evaluation
We have implemented XML-to-VoiceXML converter which
generates a set of VoiceXML files from XML of three types
of task class (see Figure 7). We used Microsoft Visual Basic
and MSXML library for implementation. A server side scripts
of database search task was written in Perl. The generated
VoiceXML works on a Japanese VoiceXML interpreter. Our
interpreter was implemented on the basis of extended specifica-
tion of VoiceXML on Japanese.

We evaluated our system by converting three XML sites for
each three classes (as a result, we made nine dialogue systems).
In slot-filling task and database search task, realized dialogue
structure was properly organized. However, there were some
problems in the grammar estimation process which uses the the-
saurus. Some search process had failed because of the lack of
the word or upper concepts. We can deal with this problem by
using more sophisticated large thesaurus.

In explanation task, some part of explanation dialogue were
ill-formed. It is because information which should be conveyed
to the user was distributed in tag name and contents. Therefore,
this failure did not stem from conversion process, but from data
definition stage of XML.

Outstanding point of our method is the needed time for run-
ning prototype spoken dialogue system from scratch. In aver-

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<vxml version="1.0">

<form>

<grammar src="hotel.gram"

type="application/x-jsgf" />

<block>This is hotel database search. </block>

<initial name="start">

<prompt>What are your conditions for hotel?</prompt>

<help> Please say region or type or name. </help>

</field>

<field name="region" cond=false>

<prompt> Which region do you prefer? </prompt>

<grammar src="region.gram"

type="application/x-jsgf" />

</field>

<field name="type" cond=false>

<prompt> Which hotel type do you prefer? </prompt>

<help>Please say city or resort.</help>

<grammar>

city [hotel] {city} | resort [hotel] {resort}

</grammar>

</field>

<field name="hotelname" cond=false>

<prompt> Hotel name please.</prompt>

<grammar src="hotelname.gram"

type="application/x-jsgf" />

</field>

<block>

<submit next="hotelseach"

namelist="location type hotelname">

</block>

</form>

</vxml>

Figure 5: Root document in a hotel database search system.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<vxml version="1.0">

<form>

<block> This is ABC hotel information. </block>

<field name="item">

<prompt> How may I help you? </prompt>

<grammar src="top.gram"/>

<help> The menu item is room type, address,

phone, fax and transportation. </help>

</field>

<if cond="item=room type">

<goto next="roomtype.vxml">

...

</form>

</vxml>

Figure 6: Root document in a hotel information system.
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Figure 7: Japanese VoiceXML interpreter and XML-VoiceXML converter.

age, it takes half an hour for data definition of XML, and another
one hour of tuning the converted VoiceXML files.

4. Conclusion
This paper described the aim and current status of our project.
We have implemented a XML-to-VoiceXML converter based
on a dialogue library. The merit of this approach is that contents
providers need not to have technical knowledge about how to
construct dialogue pattern. All they have to do is to make the
contents in XML and post-edit the output VoiceXML files, if
necessary. On the other hand, the demerit of our approach is the
limitation of XML pattern. In the present system, we subject a
severe limitation on the original XML pattern.

Our future works are:

� taking away strict limitations on XML by surveying the
structure of several Web sites.

� trying to convert more complex task such as database
search and explanation (e.g. FAQ search and instruction
of software installation).
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